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PUBLIC COMMENTS 

First Speaker: 

 New initiative to expand tourism; 

 Proposal for a regional arts/cultural project based on Essex and Clinton County’s 

Historical/Military history; 

 Capitalize on unique regional military assets and history of Essex and Clinton County; 

 Geo-cache of historic sites and museums that would tell the region’s military history 

and related cultural development;   

 Include web based interactive mobile component to direct travelers to museums 

and historical sites; 

 Focus on War of 1812, Industrial Heritage, and Civil War periods;  

 Partner w/ Lakes2Locks;    Increase visitation; 

 CFA components ready to go. 

Co-Chairs suggested to speaker that they formulate their project as a transformational regional 

project that would expand to other regions of the North Country. 

 

Champlain Area Trails (CATS):  

 Proposal to promote skiing and hiking trails in the Champlain Valley (CV); 

 CV contains the least amount of public lands in the Park but lots of open space 

opportunities exist on private lands in the CV; 



 Work to connect CV hamlets (most hamlets are 10 miles apart) to benefit local 

businesses by increasing visitation; 

 Town of Moriah is interested in taking lead; 

 Destination driven system which would connect bed and breakfasts with other tourism 

accommodations with the goal to turn the Champlain Valley into a destination biking, 

skiing and hiking location; 

 Working to improve cooperation amongst local municipalities and chambers of 

commerce; 

 Suggestions for meeting funding match??? Hard for not-for-profits to met the 50% 

match; 

 Need to strengthen regional approach to ED. (Mr. Collins – stated scoring process is self-

motivating towards improving regional cooperation.  Higher scores for projects that 

have boarder geographical impacts. 

   

Third Speaker: 

 Supported regional trail system and encouraged CATS to continue working towards this 

concept which was identified in the NCREDC’s strategic plan; 

 County is increasing the concept of municipal shared services;  

  

Question from Audience:  

 How is this process working?  Is progress being made w/ implementation of first round 

of priority projects? Are shovel ready projects under construction??   

 

       

 


